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Exploring the Japanese Heritage

Film

Mai K6ID

Introduction

The issue of heritage film has become one of the most crucial and

frequently discussed topics in Film Studies. Not only has the argu-

ment about British �or English� heritage film been developed by

many researchers,1 but the idea of the heritage film has also begun to

be applied to the cinema of other countries. A remarkable example in

the latter direction is Guy Austin’s examination of la tradition de

qualité in French cinema as a heritage genre �142��
One of the main aims of this article is to provide support for

the proposal that the concept of heritage films should be applied

internationally, rather than solely to the British cinema. This is

because I believe the idea of the heritage film could be one of the main

scholarly research field in Film Studies as a whole, as it encompasses

a large number of areas including representation, gender, genre,

reception, marketing, politics and tourism. Like canonical research

fields in Film Studies such as Film Noir or The New Wave, the idea of

The Heritage Film establishes an alternative method of examining and

understanding film.

In order to demonstrate the capability of the heritage film con-

cept, and in particular its adaptability beyond the confines of British

cinema, this article aims to apply it to Japanese cinema. In con-

sideration of what kind or type of Japanese cinema might be eligible

as heritage film, the most likely answer is Jidaigeki, which can loosely

be understood as period dramas. As a concise definition of Jidaigeki,
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Donald Richie explains that it is a “generic term for historical films,

mainly those of the Tokugawa period �1615�1868�” �Introduction

89�� In addition, Joan Mellen offers a more specific definition of the

term Jidaigeki as “a period or historical film, a costume drama set in

feudal times, before the Meiji restoration of 1868” �10�.2 One crucial

factor then that Jidaigeki shares with British heritage films is the

representation of the national past. In this respect, as a representation

or re�creation of Japan’s national past, in accordance with Richie and

Joan’s definitions, the article considers Jidaigeki as Japanese version of

heritage film. In the examination of Japanese cinema as a heritage

genre, this article focuses on Jidaigeki films produced from the 1980s

to the present day. The main reason for this choice is, as Austin states,

that the films produced during this period in both Britain and France

are essential to the debates about British heritage film and la tradition

de qualité �142��
The adaptation of the concept of the heritage film to Japanese

cinema takes the form of a two�step analysis. In the first step, a

comparison is made between the Jidaigeki and British heritage films

produced after the 1980s, attempting to identify the similarities be-

tween them. In other words, this analysis seeks to examine the extent

to which the heritage film categorization �and especially the debate

that results from it� may work for Japanese cinema, maintaining the

maximum consistency. The aim is for these examples to help form an

understanding of the degree to which the Jidaigeki film can be

considered as the heritage cinema.

In the second step, this article looks at the contrast between the

Jidaigeki and British heritage films. Through the first analysis, it will

become clear that the heritage film debate does not fit for Jidaigeki

films in some ways. However, it should be pointed out that the

dissimilarities identified between the Jidaigeki and British heritage

films do not necessarily refute the application of the heritage film

label to Jidaigeki films, and the international extension of the concept
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of heritage films. Rather, in many cases, the dissimilarities serve to

identify the characteristics of Japan’s own heritage film. In this

respect, many of the differences are centered on two main aspects.

Firstly, there are the visual differences between the films, such as the

landscapes, the architectural settings and the costumes. Then there

are the narrative differences, such as the period settings, the class

issues and the aspects of life that the audience are encouraged to be

nostalgic about.

In terms of structure, this article consists of four chapters : history

and general argument about Jidaigeki films as heritage genre, adap-

tation of classics, visual characteristics, and generic narrative style of

the genre. Within a limited space of this article, those four chapters

are classified as essential elements to argue in order to testify the

authenticity of heritage films. And, I believe that those four types of

argument withstand and verify enough to cover the aim of this article.

To explain in detail, the first chapter offers a brief description of the

Jidaigeki filmography which demonstrates some crucial chronological

parallels with British heritage film. This chapter consequently pro-

poses a short list of Japanese heritage films, analyzing the critical

receptions of The Last Samurai �2003� as a fine sample.3 The fol-

lowing chapter examines the concept of the heritage film in terms of

its classic literary sources taking the example of Shuhei Fujisawa and

his Tasogare Seibei �aka The Twilight Samurai, 2002�� Here, the

international scale of audience receptions reveals their perception of

Fujisawa as being somehow the Japanese equivalent of Jane Austen.

The third chapter demonstrates a close visual analysis of landscape,

architecture, costume and props, hair and make�up, and the analysis

and discussion crystallize an illustration of how these factors may be

related to the awards that the heritage films receive. This chapter

takes a considerable look at The Last Samurai, Tasogare Seibei and

Memoirs of a Geisha �2005� as examples. Finally, the last chapter

investigates the narrative of heritage film, or the cliché of the genre,
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giving a short case study of Tasogare Seibei. Using the close analysis

of dialogues, it explores the dilemma of progressive women who re-

main trapped within the tradition. As another analyzing angle, an

investigation of the struggles of Seibei and contemporary office

workers are also made through the analysis of the film’s reception by

the critics.

All of these chapters examine the various debates about British

heritage film that have been offered in books and articles by such

people as Andrew Higson and Claire Monk, and seek to find a way of

applying these debates to the Jidaigeki films of the Japanese cinema.

Along with the general discussions, I offer various analytical meth-

odologies on purpose to demonstrate how the concept of heritage

films can be applied to other types of cinema. In this way, this article

attempts to develop a modest definition of what Japanese heritage

film is.4

I� Initiated by Kagemusha �1980�

According to Joseph L. Anderson and Donald Richie, the term

Jidaigeki first came into use in 1923 with the advertisement of the film

titled Ukiyoeshi �aka Woodcut Artist, 1923� �58�.5 Since then a num-

ber of Jidaigeki film have been produced, and in the 1950s Jidaigeki

entered its so�called golden years. The most striking examples of

the quality of cinema from this period would be Akira Kurosawa’s

films such as Rashômon �aka In the Woods or Rasho�Mon, 1950� and

Shichinin no samurai �aka The Seven Samurai, 1954�� As to the quan-

tity of films, Mark Schilling testifies to the fact that the Jidaigeki

genre “accounted for one half of the industry’s output in the 1950s”

�16�� It is notable, as David Desser points out, that these Jidaigeki

films of the 1950s by Kurosawa, Mizoguchi, Kinugawa, Inagaki and

the like can be regarded as “films for export” to markets such as

Europe and the US �“Japan” 17�� In this respect, the Jidaigeki films
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were similar to the British heritage films : the aim of them was to

break into the global market, and especially to appeal to American

audiences, although there could be the controversy of this reasonably

simplified understanding of Jidaigeki film history.

However, since the 1960s the market for the genre has changed

dramatically, resulting in Jidaigeki films moving “en masse to the

small screen” �Schilling 15�� namely television. Representative of

this phenomenon is the start of the Jidaigeki TV drama, known as the

Taiga�drama in 1964, by NHK. And as a result, Jidaigeki films were

largely absent from theatres in the 1960s and 1970s.

The film which has been identified both as signifying the revival

of the Jidaigeki movies and as the legitimate beginning of the Japa-

nese heritage film is Kagemusha �aka Kagemusha the Shadow Warrior,

Shadow Warrior or The Double, 1980�� This film appears to have a

similar importance to the Japanese heritage film debate that Chariots

of Fire �1981� had for debate over British heritage films. As with the

auteuristic Jidaigeki films of the 1950s, the revival of the Jidaigeki

fortunes in the 1980s chronologically parallels the beginning of

the boom in British heritage films. As Higson has explained about

British heritage film in general, it is “thoroughly dependent on

American funding and specialized distribution in the hugely lucrative

American market” �“Heritage Cinema” 253�� Just as the financing of

the archetypal British heritage films of Merchant�Ivory came from

abroad, so did that for both Kagemusha and the Kurosawa’s other

equally popular Ran �1985� which is a Samurai�style adaptation of

Shakespeare’s well�known play, King Lear. However, the non�
domestic funding of these Japanese films was due to the financial

troubles in Japanese film industry at that time. It was a period when

“even Japan’s finest directors were forced to look outside their

companies, sometimes even outside the country, for financing”

�Richie, Introduction 80�� if the film was not seen as favorable by

domestic film companies. To make these films, “Kurosawa wandered
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the world to find foreign money” �Richie, Introduction 80�� and was

described as being “in great anger with the inapprehension of the

domestic film industry” �Yomota 207�� These films share other

aspects with British heritage film, such as being sold for the foreign

art�house markets, being readily accepted by the foreign market

�especially for art�house distribution� and gaining plaudits both at

international festivals such as Cannes and Berlin, and awards at the

Oscars. However, it is important to note that their global financing

was, in fact, not necessarily commercially strategic.

One difference between the British heritage films and those of the

Jidaigeki genre is that while the former has had conspicuous com-

mercial success from the 1980s to the present, and has been produced

in ever increasing numbers, the same is not true of Jidaigeki after

Kurosawa’s Ran. In fact, as if to expose the desperate situation with

the genre, “In November 1997, Toei and five TV Jidaigeki production

houses formed a Period Drama Contents Promotion Council with the

aim of keeping period dramas alive” �Schilling 17�� One possible

interpretation of this action is that the Jidaigeki genre itself came to be

preserved as part of Japanese heritage.

In the late 1990s, however, Jidaigeki films seemed to regain their

commercial value as products, and returned to the silver screen as one

of the crucial genres of the Japanese cinema. As Schilling has pointed

out “As the end of the millennium approached, a spate of period

dramas went before the cameras” �17�� The examples Schilling men-

tions include Fukuro no Shiro �aka Owls’ Castle, 1999�� Ame agaru

�aka After the Rain or When the Rain Lifts, 1999�� Gohatto �aka

Taboo, 1999�� and Dora�heita �aka Alley Cat or Playboy, 2000� �17��
Additionally, one might continue to cite SF : Episode One �aka SF :

Episode One�Samurai Fiction or Samurai Fiction, 1998�� Onmyoji

�aka Onmyoji : The Yin Yang Master, The Yin Yang Master or Ying

Yang Masters, 2001�� Tasogare Seibei, Mibu gishi den �aka When the

Last Sword Is Drawn, 2002�� Azumi �English title unknown, 2003��
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Zatôichi �aka Takeshi Kitano’s Zatoichi, The Blind Swordsman :

Zatoichi or Zatoichi, 2003�� Makai tenshô �aka Samurai Resurrection,

2003�� Kakushi�ken : oni no tsume �aka The Hidden Blade, 2004��
Shinobi �aka Shinobi : Heart Under Blade, 2005�� Semishigure �English

title unknown, 2005�� Hana yori mo naho �2006� and Bushi no ichibun

�aka Love and Honor, 2006�� In fact, most of these films were exported

to foreign art�house markets or sold as subtitled DVDs overseas. In

Japanese heritage film debate, what is remarkable here is not the scale

of their overseas commercial profit, but the fact that these Jidaigeki

films have been commercially accepted in the international market, as

Higson points out that heritage films “tend to be valued for their

cultural significance, rather than their box�office takings” �“The

Heritage Film” 233��
Perhaps as a consequence, and probably more importantly than

the domestic resurgence of the genre, recently Hollywood set about

making Japanese heritage films. The most striking example of this

may The Last Samurai. As a matter of fact, this film is often cate-

gorized by Japanese reviewers as a Jidaigeki film. For example,

allcinema ONLINE, one of the major Japanese movie database web-

sites, classifies The Last Samurai as being part of the Jidaigeki genre

�“Last Samurai”�� Similarly, some critical receptions by Kinema

Junpo describe The Last Samurai as Jidaigeki, saying “This film makes

me reconfirm the excellence of Jidaigeki” �Nishiwaki 104�� “this is the

real masterpiece of Jidaigeki . . . , or, to put it more clearly, of the

Chanbara�films we have not seen ages” and “Above all, I wanted to

make sure of the fact that The Last Samurai is the singular and

legitimate Jidaigeki” �Ishigami 38�� Even though this film was

entirely financed within Hollywood, these receptions confirm that

this film can be called as the Japanese Jidaigeki film. In addition to

The Last Samurai, Kill Bill �2003�� Sakura : Blue�Eyed Samurai

�2005� �which may be seen as an alternative version of The Last

Samurai�� and Memoirs of a Geisha�with its exotic Geisha repre-
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sentation� can be also counted as Japanese Jidaigeki films in some

ways. It seems then that not only is the Jidaigeki film back in fashion,

but, in and outside Japan, it is actually more popular and more

prevalent than ever before.

II. Adaptation of Popular Arts and Period Novels

Having pointed out some similarities between British heritage

films and Jidaigeki films, it is now appropriate to turn to more general

ways in which the two kinds of film reflect each other. The first of

these concerns the source materials on which the films are based.

Monk has described the British heritage films as being “generally

period fictions rather than ‘historical’ film”, and as made up of stories

which “were frequently adapted from ‘classic’ literary sources”

�“British Heritage�Film” 178�� In respect of the sources, Sheldon Hall

pays particular attention to the names of Austen, Dickens, Eliot,

Forster, James and Waugh �192��
In a similar fashion, Jidaigeki films are also often based on clas-

sical stories. In describing the source materials of such films, An-

derson and Richie explain further that :

�The content of Jidaigeki films� is always feudalistic and was

developed from the popular arts of the period, the kodan, the

naniwa�bushi, and� to a much lesser extent� Kabuki. Both

the kodan and the naniwa�bushi are recited stories, compli-

cated in plot and endless in number, most of which Japanese

know from earliest childhood. �315�6�
Along with these classical arts, period novels are sometimes

adapted for Jidaigeki. One of the most popular period novelists for

adaptation is Ryotaro Shiba who wrote Fukuro no Shiro and Gohatto.

Futaro Yamada is famous as well for his Makai tenshô and Shinobi.

More recently the period novels of Shuhei Fujisawa have been in

demand by the film industry. The filming of Tasogare Seibei6 was a
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sensation in Japan since this was the first time that a novel written by

Shuhei Fujisawa had been adapted for film. In fact, such was the

success of Tasogare Seibei that filmmakers began to adapt one after

another of his novels in quick succession, including Kakushi�ken : oni

no tsume and Semishigure and Bushi no ichibun.

The literary status of Fujisawa is pre�eminent. He has been

described as “a virtuoso of period novels” �“Yamada Yoji Kantoku”

33�� and is in Japanese culture equivalent to Jane Austen or Charles

Dickens for English readers. In current genre studies, the analysis

of audience receptions, as well as critical receptions, are highly

adopted and academically valued. For example, Mark Jancovich

claims this point summarizing the works of James Naremore and

Andrew Tudor :

genre definitions are produced more by the ways in which

films are understood by those who produce, mediate, and

consume them, than they are by the internal properties of the

films themselves. �151�
Along with this methodological approach, it is fair to confirm the

equation of Fujisawa with Austen even from the international audi-

ence reception of Tasogare Seibei on the Internet Movie Database. One

reviewer calls it “a kind of Jane Austen action flick” in a comment

titled “A Samurai Flick Jane Austen Would Love” �noralee�� Another

review titled “Jane Austen� Japanese style,” says “Readers of Jane

Austen will recognize the society depicted� hierarchical, ruled by

family ties, customs and obligations” �Cook�� These reviews seem to

indicate an absolute link, rather than just a similarity, between British

heritage film and Jidaigeki film demonstrating it as heritage genre.

III� Exotic Visual Pleasures

Another of areas in which Jidaigeki and British heritage films can

be compared �and are indeed comparable� is that of their presenta-
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tion of visual spectacle. Concerning the visual elements, Higson

points out that “one of the central pleasures of the �British� heritage

film is the artful and spectacular projection of an elite and, conser-

vative vision of the national past” �“The Heritage Film” 233�� In

talking about the issue more specifically, Higson gives some examples

of the visualized past : “the luxurious country�house settings, the

picturesque rolling green landscapes of southern England, the plea-

sures of period costume” �English Heritage 1�� These three points ; the

settings, landscapes and costume are, in fact, characteristic visual

pleasures of Jidaigeki films as well.

Many of the landscapes portrayed in both the British heritage

films and the Jidaigeki films are of sweeping natural beauty. Akihiro

Toki provides a comprehensive list of such sites which have been

selected in what is the location capital of Jidaigeki films : the Kyoto

prefecture :

Arashiyama �Togetsu�basi etc.�� Sagano, Ohsawa�no�ike,

Hirosawa�no�ike, Hozu�gawa, Kiyotaki�gawa �Ochiai,

Kiyotaki, Takao�� Tadasu�no�mori, Jounan�gu �Toba��
Kizu�gawa�kawara, Nagare�bashi, and Biwa�ko �utilized as

the sea�� �81�
However, with the recent establishments of the regional “film com-

mission”,7 the location sites of Jidaigeki film have spread out from

their Kyoto base to encompass many other parts of the country.

In closely analyzing the visuals of The Last Samurai, we can find

another characteristic of Japanese heritage film : depiction of land-

scape in the style of Ukiyo�e. This film starts with a sequence of long

shots of landscapes accompanied by a voice�over narration8 intro-

ducing Japan as a mystic country. This scene is crucial in establishing

the tone of Japan that this movie tries to portray. These images give

an impression of the vast, calm nature of Japan surrounded by sky,

sea, and mountains, which resemble Japan in the art of Ukiyo�e world.

In terms of the scenery, a more specific example of this can be seen in
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the depiction of Mt. Fuji throughout the film. This depiction seems to

be strongly influenced by the domestically and internationally fa-

mous Fugaku�Sanju�Rokkei �the Thirty�six landscapes of Mt. Fuji�
painted by Hokusai Katsushika. In terms of the characters in the film,

an example of Ukiyo�e’s influence can be recognised in a scene where

Algren, the protagonist of the film, is looking through a collection of

Ukiyo�e during the night when he has a conversation about the

Samurai with Graham �played by Timothy Spall� and Gant �played

by Billy Connolly�� This scene suggests that Ukiyo�e is a common

representation of authentic old�Japan images for the foreign charac-

ters in the film such as Algren and Graham, as well as for film-

makers and audience. Thus, it is fair to say that the visualization of

Ukiyo�e is quite effective method of offering a picturesque pastiche of

traditional Japan in Japanese heritage film.

One major parallel in terms of visual representation of a nation-

al past between the Jidaigeki films and the British heritage films is

their respective use of architecture. Whereas the British heritage

films tend to make use of country houses and other traditional build-

ings, Jidaigeki films more typically utilize shrines and temples. Toki

has provided a list of the historical buildings most frequently used for

filming the Jidaigeki.

Tenryu�ji, Nishon�in, Saga�Toriimoto, Daikaku�ji, Shaka�
dou, Kouzan�ji, Nin�na�ji Omuro Hachiju�hakkasho,

Myoushin�ji, Eikan�do, Nanzen�ji, Shoren�in, Chion�
in, Yasaka�jinja, Tou�ji, Toufuku�ji, Nijou�in, Gosho,

Shimogamo�jinja, Kamigamo�jinja, Shokoku�ji, Kitano�
tenman�gu, Kennin�ji, Sanjusangen�dou, and Manpuku�ji.

�78�
One interesting and important correspondence between the

buildings used in the two types of films is that they are all regarded

by the people of those countries as a central part of the national

heritage. A great many of the buildings presented by Toki in his list
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are designated as Juyou�bunka�zai �important cultural heritage� or

Kokuhou �national treasure�� just as a number of the country houses

and other old architectures of British heritage films are preserved

by the National Trust �a preservation organization� and English

Heritage �a United Kingdom government body��
There is also a similar tie�in between the buildings used in the

films and tourism, both in Britain and Japan. In terms of the British

heritage films, Higson explains the connection between the heritage

architectures in the films and tourism :

The emphasis on spectacularly picturesque landscapes and

fine old buildings, and the public interest thereby generated,

dovetails neatly with the work of heritage bodies like the

National Trust and English Heritage.

�“Heritage Cinema” 254�
The depictions of these buildings in these films are thus generating

tourism, which helps to finance the work of the heritage associations.

Similarly, the shrines and temples shown in the Jidaigeki films are in

high demand for both foreign and domestic tourists.

Not only these temples and shrines, but also the local location

sites of the heritage film themselves help to map out a sort of ‘where

to go’ in the tourist guide book. For instance, Shuhei Fujisawa� the

author of the books on which the Tasogare Seibei, Kakushi�ken : oni no

tsume is based� is tightly associated with the Yamagata prefecture

in Japan. The municipal office of Tsuruoka�city in Yamagata, the

birthplace of the author and location of the film, has published a free

brochure with a map, called “A trip visiting the original landscapes

of Shuhei Fujisawa’s literature”. This may be as equivalent to the

role of Shakespeare for Stratford�upon�Avon, or Jane Austen for

Bath. Another brochure was published after the making of Tasogare

Seibei entitled “Shonai film locations guide map� Tasogare Seibei,

Kakushi�ken : oni no tsume etc”. In this way, then, it can be seen that

the links between Tasogare Seibei and tourism in Japan are becoming
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as strong as between British heritage films and heritage tourism in the

UK.

To turn to the use of costume in these films, again some striking

similarities can be identified. Parallels can be drawn between the

gorgeous gowns of the upper class ladies in the British heritage films

and the use of the Kimono in the Jidaigeki genre. In both cases, the

clothing is used to represent a national past, whilst at the same time

presenting a visual spectacle. However, it is the Japanese films that

seem to have the advantage in creating excitement visually through

costume, as they can make use not only of the Kimono, but also the

unique aspects of the Samurai in the battle scenes. In explanation, the

Samurai garb such as the armor �Yoroi� and helmet �Kabuto� pro-

vide indispensable props for the Jidaigeki films. As Desser points out,

“The key image in the genre �Samurai film� is the samurai sword

itself” �“Toward” 146�� To illustrate the extent to which this is true,

Schilling quotes the film producer Takenori Sento : “�Pistols� don’t

have any reality for us. If Japanese are going to make action movie,

they have to go back to the past” �17�� Swords then seem to be an

essential part of Jidaigeki films in representing the national past

realistically.

Hair and make�up also offer the audience an exotic visual spec-

tacular. This may be seen in the Jidaigeki films with women’s

Nihon�gami with the elaborate Kanzashi �ornamental hair slides� and

Mage �Samurai top�knot� or for the upper�class characters of the

British heritage films with the men’s walrus whiskers and women’s

elaborately coiffured hairstyles.

With costumes, props, hair, and make�up, the blood�and�thunder

battle scene of Samurai can be presented as spectacular images of

Japaneseness, similar in many ways to the beautifully dressed upper

class males and females in the luxurious dinners or gorgeous dance

parties of British heritage films. Just as these sumptuous upper class

portrayals are highlighted scenes of the British films, so the Samurai
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images of Jidaigeki film can be regarded as the same kind of visual

commodities.

It can be seen from this brief overview of the visual aspects of

the Jidaigeki films that they have many similarities with British

heritage cinema. In this regard, both types of films offer the audi-

ence “a museum look : apparently meticulous period accuracy, but

clean, beautifully lit, and clearly on display” �qtd. in Monk, “British

Heritage�Film” 178�� as Dyer and Vincendeau explain. Because this

visual pastiche of the national past is presented as a showcase, which

encourages nostalgia for a time gone by, the heritage film is often

depicted as having artistic pretensions. Indeed, British heritage film is

a recognizably award�winning genre, especially for art�related cat-

egories of the Oscar, endorsing it as a quality film. A few examples of

this include Chariots of Fire, which won Best Costume Design and

Music,9 Howards End �1992�� which won Best Art Direction and was

nominated in Best Music and Costume Design,10 and Shakespeare in

Love �1998�� which won Best Art Direction, Costume Design and

Music and was nominated in Best Makeup and Sound.11

The Jidaigeki films have had a similarly laudatory reception from

those deciding accolades. The Last Samurai was nominated in sever-

al art or design categories at the Oscar awards, including Best Art

Direction, Costume Design and Sound Mixing.12 Tasogare Seibei was

nominated for the Best Foreign Language Film of the Academy

Awards in 2004. Indeed, the prizes for Jidaigeki films have not only

been limited to the Oscars. Tasogare Seibei was also nominated for

the Golden Bear of the Berlin International Film Festival in 2003.

Additionally, in the Japanese Academy Awards in 2002, this film won

in twelve categories, and most significantly in respect of the argument

put forward here, for Best Art Direction.

Finally, and perhaps most strikingly in respect of awards for

Jidaigeki films, Memoirs of a Geisha won Best Art Direction, Cine-

matography and Costume Design at the Oscar awards in 2006,13
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defeating a British heritage film candidate, namely Austen’s Pride &

Prejudice �2005�� This event confirms that the generic concern of

visual characteristic of heritage genre is not concerned with whether

the depiction of traditional Japan was true or not, but is rather about

how traditional Japan is portrayed and packaged, offering exotic

visual pleasures nicely, as a commodity to be consumed by the

American and European market in particular.

IV� Feudal Japan, Samurai in Hierarchy

and the Controversial National Past

One more major commonality between the Jidaigeki films and the

British heritage cinema is the theme of class. However, at first sight

this may not be apparent because the two types of films deal with

such different representations of class in such different time frames.

British heritage films, as suggested by Higson, “dwell on the

exploits of the English upper class and upper middle class in the late

Victorian period or in the early part of the 20th century, between 1880

and 1940” �English Heritage 26�� Therefore, the period settings of

British heritage film are rather focused on the early 19th century un-

til the World War era, or the period between the late 16th century and

the beginning of 17th century if we take Elizabeth �1998� and

Shakespeare in Love into account. In contrast, the Jidaigeki films range

through a much longer period of time, which starts much earlier in

history. Desser, in talking about this refers to these types of films as

Samurai films in a broad sense :

The Samurai Film is set in Japan’s feudal past, which at its

broadest can be considered from the years 1188 to 1868,

encompassing the Kamakura, Muromachi, Momoyama, and

Tokugawa eras. �“Toward” 146�
The most commonly chosen period in which to set these films is

the Tokugawa era, the Edo period which Schilling refers to as
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“popularly considered the most ‘typically Japanese’ historical era”

�16��14 Desser not only acknowledges this, but in describing the

favorite era of Jidaigeki film draws a comparison with a type of

American heritage film, namely the Western :

Like the Western, the Samurai Film typically is situated in

only a part of this spectrum. If the period of the American

frontier �the Western’s central concern� is the years 1750�
1917, most Westerns confine themselves to the years 1830�
1890 �and typically 1865�1890�� The Samurai Film

similarly occupies only a small span of the Japanese past,

mainly the Tokugawa era �1600�1868�� �“Toward” 146�
The class implications of this period are immediately obvious. The

ruling class were the Samurai, the elite warriors of the feudal system.

In particular, under the Tokugawa shogunate, they were an aristo-

cratic ruling class in the social hierarchy �“samurai.”�� As such they

were the equals of the imperial families and court nobles, the high

ranking priests of Buddhism and Shinto �Ishii et al. 173�� They were

privileged to have a family name and to carry swords, neither of

which was a right of the common farming people of the time.

It is interesting though, and the source of another comparison

with British heritage cinema, that the end of the Tokugawa era was a

time of great transition, particularly in terms of the class system, and

of the Samurai most of all. Just as the 1940’s and the end of the

Second World War in the UK saw some dramatic social struggles

between the entrenched and emerging classes, so the end of the

Tokugawa era gave birth to the age of Imperialism in Japan and of the

“the rivalry between the Imperial forces and those of the Shogunate”

which is often dramatized in Jidaigeki films �Anderson and Richie

317�� It can be seen that the Jidaigeki films set in the Tokugawa

period and those of the British heritage films which take place in the

time leading up to the Second World War, share some very similar

dramatic events and narratives. For many audiences it might be the
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exploration of these narratives that is a main attraction of these types

of films.

One of the most common narrative themes is a representation of

the inadequacies of the present in comparison to the past. Mellen

talks about how the Jidaigeki film attempts to make its points about

the inadequacies of the present through the guise usually of a

Tokugawa setting �255�� In this way, Mellen explains, the past is

used “as a means of exposing the injustice of the present” at a

narrative level �10�� At the same time, the audience is encouraged to

see the connections between the present they live in and the past in

the Jidaigeki films. As Richie explains :

far from simple pageantry it becomes something in which

every member of the audience is actively involved. This

immediacy is not only emotionally compelling ; the degree of

involvement assures the spectator’s realizing that yesterday’s

problems are also today’s. �Film Style 42�
As pointed out earlier in this section, the use of past events to

point out present problems is a common element of British heritage

cinema. However, the similarities do not stop there : the dilemmas of

the people involved in these events also form a common bond between

the two types of heritage films. In the British heritage films of the

1990s, the typical struggles are between people’s responsibilities and

their desires. As Anderson and Richie point out, such a conflict is

common to the characters involved in the fights against social in-

adequacies or injustices in Jidaigeki films.

All of these period�stories share a majority of elements, one

such being a respect for the giri�nijo conflict : the battle be-

tween obligation and human feelings, the contention between

duty and inclination. �316�
To investigate this regard further, this article finally offers a narrative

analysis of Tasogare Seibei below as a case study.

The national past in the heritage film tends to be an imperfect
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world which reveals the past’s faults �Hill 84�� In Japanese

patriarchal feudal society, Tasogare Seibei attempts to explore the

dilemmas of female characters caught up in a time when attitudes

were changing, but not yet changed.

Kayano, Seibei’s older daughter reflects the dilemma that girls

faced about the kind of education they should or would pursue. She

starts out by doubting why she should study book�learning as it does

not appear useful for her future. In a moonlight scene she expresses

her doubts to her father.

SEIBEI. Kayano, that’s Confucius, isn’t it ? When did you start

learning that ?

KAYANO. At the end of last month. The teacher says from now

on even girls will need book learning.

SEIBEI. That’s good. When I was a boy I read Confucius over

and over again.

KAYANO. Father . . . If I learn to do needlework, someday I can

make Kimonos. But what good will book learning ever do

me ?

SEIBEI. Well, it probably won’t ever be as useful as needlework.

But you know . . . Book learning gives you power. The power

to think. However the world might change, if you have the

power to think, you’ll always survive somehow. That’s true

for boys and for girls. All right�
KAYANO. Yes.

SEIBEI. Keep reading, then. �Tasogare Seibei�
Through her father’s admonition, Kayano is able to understand that

‘book learning is not only for boys but also for girls’. However, she is

soon denied this educational possibility. The consensus of male�
oriented society is that ‘book learning is only for boys’ ; a sentiment

espoused by Kayano’s uncle in another scene from the movie.

UNCLE. Kayano, how old are you now ?

KAYANO. I am 10 years old.
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UNCLE. Are you working at your lessons ?

KAYANO. I’m learning needlework and Confucius.

UNCLE. Confucius ? A girl has no need of the classics. All you

need is to write women’s script. Too much learning and you’ll

never be a bride. �Tasogare Seibei�
Kayano then is a representation of females who are attracted by the

possibilities of change but are caught in a world where the forces of

convention are still very strong.

Similarly, the character of Tomoe is a representation of a female

pushing against the boundaries of the way she is expected to behave

as a woman. In this case, the rebellion is more instinctive and imme-

diate, as opposed to the gradual development we see in Kayano. We

can see this in a scene where Tomoe, a returned bride with a possible

proposal from a high ranking Samurai, is scolded by her sister�in�law

when she tries to chase after the character Seibei :

TOMOE. Where’s Squire Iguchi ?

SISTER. He left, as I told him my husband isn’t home. Where are

you going, Tomoe ?

TOMOE. Squire Iguchi may still be close by.

SISTER. Why do you want to see him ?

TOMOE. No reason in particular. I haven’t seen him for a while.

I’d like to say hello.

SISTER. Wait ! Listen, Tomoe. It is unseemly for a young

woman to be seen talking with some Samurai on the street.

And you are a returned bride with a proposal being discussed.

You shouldn’t be doing that in broad daylight with people

around. I’ve been meaning to tell you that for a long time

now.

TOMOE. What’s wrong with a girl talking to a Samurai ?

SISTER. Are you questioning your elder brother’s wife ?

TOMOE. Shouldn’t I ?

SISTER. You should not. A young woman does not question her
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elders. �Tasogare Seibei�
The sister�in�law is playing the role of the conventional Japanese

woman who completely believes in the conservative gender roles and

manners, and she can neither understand nor accept Tomoe’s desire.

There is another angle of comparisons to be made, both in this

conversation and in the characters. In the British heritage film A

Room with a View, the character of Lucy is prevented from seeing the

man whom she is attracted to �George Emerson� by her cousin

Charlotte. As with Tomoe, the love object in Room with a View is

deemed unsuitable or inappropriate by the other woman who deci-

sively prevents the characters’ meeting. In this regard, the struggle of

Tomoe and Lucy is against conventionality and tradition. To put it

another way, Tomoe’s sister�in�law and Charlotte represent the past,

while the characters of Tomoe and Lucy look to the future.

It is noteworthy then that both these female characters succeed in

achieving their aims in the end. To begin with, because of the con-

ventions of the time, including obstacles such as Tomoe’s sister�in�
law and Charlotte, they are once forced to accept their fate : both

characters accept the proposals of those they do not love. However,

finally they are able to set themselves free from tradition. In the

narration by Seibei’s grown up daughter Ito, the audience is told that

Tomoe married Seibei : “Finally Miss Tomoe became our mother. My

father was happy” �Tasogare Seibei�� Similarly in A Room with a

View, Lucy is able to cancel her engagement to Cecil whom she does

not love and go to George. In both cases, convention has been broken,

the past has been overturned and the future has arrived. Tomoe and

Lucy then can be seen as liberal and progressive females.

The parallels pointed out here between the two films are rep-

resentative of much wider similarities of narrative and intent. As

John Hill explains, in discussing British heritage films :

As such the predicaments which the characters face are

characteristically interpreted in terms of a contemporary
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sensibility which is assumed to be more humane and liberal

than that prevailing in the past. �84�
In a similar fashion, the audience for Tasogare Seibei is able to enjoy

nostalgia for the past based on “an implied superiority” to Seibei’s

daughters or Tomoe “who remain trapped within social convention”

�Hill 84��
The problems of the past as depicted in heritage films, be they

Japanese or British, are not limited to the constraints imposed on

women. Indeed, the problem which is at the heart of those constraints

that women encounter is the strict hierarchy of the society. The

characters in the British heritage films of the 1990s struggle with

their duties and responsibilities, knowing their roles and statuses in

their society. Similarly, the protagonists of Jidaigeki films live in a

feudal society in which they are “bound hand and foot with rules such

as the commandments of a hierarchical society, morals, and respon-

sibilities” �Kawamoto 114�� In the case of Seibei, he is caught “in the

tension between ‘official’ and ‘private’, and between ‘Samurai’ and

‘father’ ” �Kawamoto 114��
The audience for both British and Japanese heritage films is given

to enjoy their nostalgia for the past, while empathizing with the

situations that the characters find themselves in, and the conflicts

that they face. As one reviewer of Tasogare Seibei points out :

The period novels of Shuhei Fujisawa are often read, being

linked with contemporary society, especially those people

who work for the companies. There would be a plenty of

fathers who sympathize Seibei in the film dealing with his job

hard, though he is not good at making an acquaintance. This

film is encouraging the contemporary version of another

Twilight Seibei who supposed to be in somewhere.

�“Yamada Yoji Kantoku” 33�
The director of Tasogare Seibei, Yoji Yamada, goes further in linking

past problems to present ones. In discussing his attitude to the source
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material of the film, he makes specific reference to one of the major

social issues of contemporary Japan : the mass�dismissal of workers

by their companies as part of restructuring.

In the case of “�the original novel of� Tasogare Seibei”, it is

a story about the low�ranked Samurai, namely a servant, and

I thought this was a contemporary issue similar to the

dismissals due to restructuring and so on. �Watanabe 39�
Yamada goes on to explain that when filming the scene in Tasogare

Seibei where Seibei is ordered by his master to kill the character Yogo,

he referred to a conversation with a president of big company about

giving employees the dismissal notice which is virtually the same as

the order Seibei received, as both were matters of life and death for the

men on the receiving end �Watanabe 40�� In this way, audiences,

especially those made up of fathers who are businessmen, will con-

sume Seibei’s struggles in feudal society as ‘second�hand experience’,

linking with the ‘second�hand nostalgia’ of British heritage films.

Tasogare Seibei manages to represent two types of imperfect

world simultaneously : the past with all its flaws for Seibei and fe-

male characters, the contemporary society and its problems for of-

fice workers. Therefore, though the Jidaigeki films are presented

conservatively with complete historical realism, with regard to the

visual elements, the present is criticized radically in the context of the

past �Richie, Film Style 43�� This is similar to British Heritage films,

as they also “can be read as liberal dramas of social transgression”

�Higson, “Heritage Cinema” 258�� yet in many cases, “The pleasures

of pictorialism . . . block the radical intentions of the narrative”

�Higson, “Re�presenting” 120��

Conclusion

This article has shown that many of the factors that have been

proposed as defining the British heritage film are equivalently ap-
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plicable to the films of the Jidaigeki genre. For example, several

Jidaigeki are adaptation of classics or period novels. These period

features are presented in a museum�style through the traditional

costumes, makeup and props. Many of the films also depict beauti-

ful natural landscapes as well as architectural heritage, and are

intrinsically linked with both increases in tourism, and efforts to

preserve natural tourist sights.

Intertextually speaking, Jidaigeki films focus on a particular

period of the national past, portraying a particular class of people who

are in the upper echelons of the hierarchy. The films present these

characters’ struggles against conventional society, through narratives

which are critical of the lives that people live nowadays and the

society that they live in.

However, there are also a number of elements of British heritage

films which have no parallel in Jidaigeki films. In most cases, these

differences can be attributed to the variations in the cultures of the

countries, rather than to a difference of purpose for which the films

were intended. The differences between the two types of films are to

do with the history and culture of the countries, and are therefore an

integral� if not inescapable part of the heritage film itself.

There are then clear differences between the films of the Jidaigeki

genre of the Japanese cinema and the British heritage films. But many

of these differences are to do with attempts of the films to represent

their national past faithfully, and to package it effectively for both an

international and domestic market. What is more, the extent of the

similarities between the film types seems to far outweigh the dif-

ferences. It appears to be plausible that these similarities are tes-

tament to the adaptability of the concept of heritage films, while the

differences are due to the attempts of the filmmakers to stay faithful

to that concept.

As it stands, this article cannot hope to be more than an in-

troduction to the issues surrounding the expansion of the heritage
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film debate beyond the confines of the British cinema. However, it is

hoped that this article, in setting out those issues and exploring them

through examples of relevant films, will go some way to establishing

the usefulness of thinking about Jidaigeki as Japanese heritage

cinema, even if the discussion requires further developments.

Notes

1� As Hall points out, the first use of the term ‘heritage film’ is from Charles

Barr’s introduction to his edited collection book All Our Yesterdays : 90

Years of British Cinema, which was published in 1986. However, the

meaning of this phrase was far different from what it is currently used.

The scholarly research and discussion about the heritage film has been

vigorously carried out by many researchers, primarily Andrew Higson and

Claire Monk.

Referring to the article of Monk, she points out that “The exact list

of heritage films varied from critic to critic, but certain core films recurred

consistently” �179�� In a same way, although the definition of heritage

film also varied from critic to critic, there are some common and

frequently adopted ideas which form the foundation for heritage film

debate. As Pamela Church Gibson states “Critical studies of heritage

cinema have explored the links between the success of the films and the

growth of the ‘heritage industry’ ”, which strongly relates to tourism, of the

1980s �115�� In the sense, heritage films rely on international, especially

American, funding, and “specialized distribution in the hugely lucrative

American market” �Higson, “Heritage Cinema” 253�� These films “project

and promote a bourgeois or upper�class vision and version of ‘the national

past’ which was organised around a narrow ‘Englishness’ ” �Monk 179��
with the costumes, �often pastoral� landscapes, and architectural heri-

tages. Also, they are “frequently adapted from ‘classic’ literary sources,

but typically ones which were popular and widely known” �Monk 179��
Thus, these points are the shared common essence of the heritage film

debate. Needless to say, the definitions of the heritage film have been

expanding and changing along with the further development of the

debate, especially after the emergence of ‘post�heritage’ cinema discussion.
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Considering the heritage film as genre, the shape and borderline are

still obscure, and this has been one of the most frequently discussed topics

in this study. To differentiate the heritage film from other resemble

critical terms, John Hill introduces the idea of the distinction between

historical film and costume drama by Pam Cook :

the historical film more generally as ‘a hybrid genre which incor-

porates prestige literary adaptations, biopics, period musicals and

comedies, . . . and romantic melodramas’ and thus subsumes the

costume drama under the category of the historical film. �82�
And, I consider the historical film could subsume the heritage cinema

likewise. In fact, some writers use the both terms ‘costume drama’ and

‘heritage film’ as a same notion. However, in this respect, I believe that

costume drama cannot be perfectly equivalent to the heritage film. In my

opinion, the heritage films relate to “heritage and tourism industries”

�Higson, English Heritage 2�� and thus they can be distinguished from

costume drama in broader sense.

For a brief history of the heritage film debate, see Hill pp. 73�98, see

also Hall ; for a ‘post�heritage’ debate, see Church Gibson ; for a discussion

between costume drama and heritage film, see Higson, English Heritage.

2� In order to maintain the terminological consistency of so�called Jidaigeki,

the term Jidaigeki used in this article basically derives from Donald Richie

and Joan Mellen’s definition.

3� In heritage film debate, heritage film is categorized under the condition

which generally depends on international funding and distribution rather

than domestic ones. That is, in the discussion of Japanese heritage film,

Japanese heritage film does not necessarily need to be ‘100�percent’ purely

Japan�made film. In this sense, The Last Samurai and other Hollywood�
made Jidaigeki films which this article exemplifies can be eligible as

Japanese heritage films and also can be labeled as �Japanese� Jidaigeki

film.

4� One important relatively to the picturization of Japanese heritage, Darrel

William Davis offers the idea of the “monumental style” in his book. This

concept is rather similar to the first use of the term ‘heritage film’ by

Charles Barr in All Our Yesterdays : 90 Years of British Cinema �1986��
However, this article does not intend to refer to Davis’s concept of the

“monumental style”, since it has been developed as an individual realm,
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which radically differs from the “heritage film” debate in general.

5� Outside Japan, film scholars often discussed Ukiyoeshi as the first film

which the term Jidaigeki was applied. However, in recent study of Japa-

nese cinema history, as Masasumi Tanaka states, it is widely recognized

and accepted that Onna to Kaizoku �English title unknown, 1923� is the

very first film that is designated as ‘Jidaigeki film’ �23�� Along with the

controversy, this article does not discuss this point further, since the main

focal point of this article is to issue the Japanese heritage film debate

within a limited space.

6� Tasogare Seibei is an adaptation of a series of novels by Shuhei Fujisawa

“Tasogare Seibei”, “Takemitsu Shimatsu” and “Hoito Sukehachi”.

7� The non�profit organization or citizens’ group which helps the shooting of

films regionally. There are a number of “film commission” in Japan now,

and their roles contain the offer of location sites, the application for the

shooting permission by the administration, the assistance to gather extras,

and so forth.

8� “They say Japan was made by a sword. They say the old gods dipped a

coral blade into the ocean, and when they pulled it out, four perfect drops

fell back into the sea, and those drops became the islands of Japan.” �The

Last Samurai�
9� Chariots of Fire also won Best Picture and Writing, and was nominated in

Best Actor in A Supporting Role, Directing and Film Editing at the Oscar

awards in 1981.

10� Howards End also won Oscars for Best Actress in A Leading Role and

Writing, and was nominated in Best Picture, Best Actress in A Supporting

Role, Directing and Cinematography at the Oscar awards in 1992.

11� Shakespeare in Love also won Best Picture, Writing, Best Actress in A

Leading Role and Best Actress in A Supporting Role, and was nominated

in Actor in A Supporting Role, Cinematography, Directing and Film

Editing at the Oscar awards in 1998.

12� The Last Samurai was also nominated in Best Actor in A Supporting Role

for Ken Watanabe as Katsumoto in 2003.

13� Memoirs of a Geisha was also nominated in Best Music, Sound, and Sound

editing at the Oscar awards in 2006.

14� In order to maintain the consistent discussion and its analytical substance

within a limited space, this article omits the further discussion to elucidate
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the eligibility of the Jidaigeki films set in Meiji and Taisho era and to

demonstrate the argument whether those films can be considered as Jap-

anese heritage film or not.
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